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THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE .
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Driving a BMW
shouldn't mean you
have to spend a
fortune on repair bills.
Judging from the repair bills you get from some BMW mechanics,
they must think you're made of money. You won't have that
problem at Strictly BMW. Our prices are reasonable1
and our work is top-quality.
' ,.~' ,,
With our ASE-certified Master Technicians, state-of- '
the-art equipment, and computerized access to all factory service bulletins, we'll save you time and
money by making sure your repairs are
done right the first time. And with our
~
extensive inventory of factory parts, we'll
have you back on your wheels again before
you know it!
As a get-to know-you special , save 10% up to
$35.00 on all services, OR receive an Oil
Change for just $19.95 plus tax. Offer valid
through April 30 , 1997, new
customers only. We'll even
provide free shuttle service!
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STRICTLY BMW
So call us today at 747-6044. Independent Service

2111 140th Ave. NE
Bellevue, WA 98005

Over 2,000 BMW owners trust us with their keys.
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March 28

Deadline for the April Zundfolge.

March 29

General Meeting at Vintage Racing Motors. Come
see a wide variety of fabulous racing machines from
the past.

April 3

Board Meeting hosted by the Heltons.

April 27

Monterey Revisited For those that missed the
banquet, the Monterey slide show will be repeated
one last time.

May4

Driving School at Bremerton Raceway.

July 27

Concours d 'Elegance at the Mercer Island Lid Park.

Wes Hill
206-989-9516

Concours d'Elegance
Al Lancaster
29817 2nd Ave. S.W.
Federal Way , WA 98023
206-946-4 l 00

Vintage Racing Motors by David Lightfoot

BMW ACA events are partially supported by a generous
grant from BMW of North America, Inc.

Vintage Racing Motors

Vintage Racing Motors

Make sure you set aside Saturday
morning, March 29th. That's when we'll
venture to Vintage Racing Motors
(VRM). This is the Northwest's top
vintage race car facility. The meeting
will start at 10:00 and we'll be done
about noon, although we might be
tempted to linger a little longer.
VRM is run by long time member
Byron Sanborn and Thor Thoreson. One
of their partners is Bruce McCaw. Many
of McCaw's vintage race cars are housed
here. But there are also a lot of customer
cars. It's a veritable adult toy store.
VRM provides restoration, repair and
service for vintage race and street cars.
They mostly deal in race cars, but there
are also some very interesting street cars
around the shop. I've seen the famous
Blue Train Bentley, to name one.
Part of the fun is to show up just to
see what they're working on. Likely
candidates include various racing
Porsches, Mirages, Elva BMWs, old
Fonnula 1 cars, Can-Am cars, '50s era
sports cars, and, well, just about anything.
Byron will explain the history behind
each car. He will probably indulge us and
fire a few of them up, too.
While we're there, we should ask
Byron about the 24 Hours of Daytona. He
drove in it this year with four other area
drivers in the Race for Children's effort.
Be there or you'll miss the fun.
- David Lightfoot

---,...-----NE 95th

Vintage.~
Racing
Motors
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92nd

OUnisea

90th
85th

Redmond
Leary Way

520
Marymoor
County
Park

DRIVING DIRECTIONS: From 520 eastbound take
the W. Lake Sammamish Parkway exit. At the end
of the exit ramp turn left. Follow this road through
the lights at Leary Way and 85th. The road will turn
90° to the left onto 90th. The large Unisea warehouse will be on your right. Turn right onto 151 st.
Go about two blocks and look for Vintage Racing
Motors on the left side. The address is 9255151st
in Redmond.

Club Discounts

Monterey Revisited Night

One of the best benefits of club
membership is the discounts offered by
local businesses, including all three local
BMW dealers. Most members save more
than the annual club dues this way. But a
few people don ' t play by the rules. The
local dealers have complained to us
about people insisting they are members
and wanting the discount. These discounts are for BMW ACA members.
And the only way for the dealer to know
you are a member is by showing them
your membership card. Don't expect to
receive your discount unless you can
prove you are a member. Keep your dues
paid up and carry your card! The club
board has urged the dealers and other
club benefactors to honor the discount
only when a person produces a current
membership card. Otherwise, you pay
retail!

Because of popular demand, the
Monterey slide show presented at the
banquet will get one final showing. So if
you're sorry you couldn't make it to the
banquet, set aside April 27th, Sunday
evening, from 6:30 until about 8:30.
We'll be presenting the same slide
show featuring a couple of hundred of
slide taken at the 1996 Monterey Historic
Races which featured BMW. The slide
show will be accompanied by music and
narration. And this time, we'll project
the slides on a ten foot screen, so
everyone will be able to see all those
beautiful BMWs! In addition, we'll be
showing a video created by BMW AG
which traces the history of BMW
motors port.
And the price of the whole show is
terrific: free! Just show up. No food, no
drink, no dancing (unless you're REALLY moved). Just a couple of hours of

great BMW entertainment.
The place will be a classroom located
in the Denny Regrade area of Seattle, so
you can plan dinner before or after if you
like. The place to be is 2521 Fourth
Avenue. This is at Fourth and Vine,
which is about two blocks south of
Denny and the Seattle Center. Put
another way, it's about four or five blocks
south of the Space Needle. And if you
can't find the Space Needle, you're really
lost. The building is Centennial Tower,
which is a twenty plus story apartment.
The room is the Becker CPA Review
classroom, which is on the ground floor.
The front door is on Fourth Avenue at
the north end of the block.
Well behaved children and spouses
are welcome, and you can bring nonmember friends . Just make 'em promise
to buy a BMW some day.
- David Lightfoot
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Stalls
By Thomas B. Nast
Terminating a Tradition
Having looked last month at some of
what BMW is bringing us on two
wheels, let's turn to the dear departed.
The first road machine built by BMW
was the R32 motorcycle, in 1923. The
legendary Max Friz designed the engine,
a 500cc transverse, opposed boxer with
shaft drive. BMW cars came five years
later.
Twice, motorcycles saved BMW's
bacon. The first time was while climbing
out of the Great Depression, when few
buyers could afford cars; the second time
followed World War II, when customers
were again impoverished and the factory
had neither the machinery nor the
materials to build anything bigger. It is
widely thought that it was out of deference to this historic role that BMW did
not shutter the motorcycle division in
1985, when it was rumored unprofitable
and facing substanti al development
costs. (Those then maki ng decisions still
aren't talking, but cycles are again quite
profitable, and a source of considerable
presti ge.)
The R32 began certain traditions that
lasted through WWII, including an
external generator mounted on the top of
the engine, and ignition by magneto.
Most engi nes had side valves (essentially
without push rods), though a few sports
models had overhead valves (R37, R63,
R 16) and alloy jugs instead of the usual
cast iron.
Bigger aircooled engines followed,
including the 1927 R62 (750cc, 18 hp).
One-cylinder models first appeared in
1925 (the last of these was new in 1971),
but this column is only concerned with
boxers. Changes were evolutionary until
1941. By my reckoning, about 100,000
pre-war twins were built.
During WWII the side valve head was
dropped, and a 750cc OHV was produced in unknown quantities. After the
war a similar engine of 500cc was
produced for a year (1950 R5 l/2), with
BMW settling on using Bing carburetors, one per cylinder, a practice which
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would remain unchanged for another 46
years. In 1951 came (what I call) the
second series of air-cooled engines with
the R5 l/3. These came in 500cc and
600cc sizes, with various compression
ratios, valve sizes, and even superchargers!
Like the earlier engines, these used
magneto ignition, and had the camshaft

above the crankshaft (low center of
gravity and pushrod tubes that didn ' t
leak, but the low heads scraped the road
during vigorous cornering) . The most
visible change was th at the generator
was moved inside the case, directly
mounted on the crankshaft. As before,
the case and heads were sand-cast of
aluminum, and cylinders of iron. The
rods used needle bearings at their big
end, and the crank has to be pressed
apart to get at them. The crank itself sat
on ball bearings. A major failing was the
lack of an oil filter. An oil slinger lived
on the south end of the crank, and as the
unfiltered oil sludged it up it wouldn't
sling oil where needed, resulting in
premature overhauls. Keep the oil (and
slinger) clean, and these engines would
run a very long time. I tally about 63,000
twins of this series made.
Variants of these engines powered the
600 (the "Isetta Limo") and 700 series of
cars. These air-cooled car engines also
came in various states of tune, sometimes
with one carb and sometimes with two,
but all had a fan and cooling shroud,
starter/generator and points-and-coil
ignition. Many parts in them are just
different enough to preclude interchangeability with the motorcycle

versions, unfortunately. BMW reports
production of the 600 to have been
34,318, and of all variants of the 700 to
be about 188,000.
In 1971 the new range of engines
came to America. This was the greatest
redesign of the boxer since the R32 . I
don ' t have current production figures ,
but figure well over half a million units
built. Displacements ranged from 450cc
to 1OOOcc. The cam was moved under
the crankshaft (for better cornering),
ignition became coil-based (points, later
electronic), and the cylinders were sandcast aluminum (early versions with steel
liners, later versions with nickasil
barrels). Plain bearings were used for the
rods and crankshaft, so the rods can be
serviced without pulling the crank. The
camshaft was chain-driven instead of
gear-driven. An oil filter was (finally !)
incorporated, and the oil slinger abandoned. A cast-aluminum pan replaced
the pressed steel one. Except for earl y
R50 and R60 models, constant-vacuum
carburetors were employed. A starter
motor was incorporated for the first time,
and an alternator replaced the wimpy olc!
generator. In other words, this was a
thoroughly modem high-performance
power plant that, compared to its
predecessor, was easier and cheaper to
build and maintain and capable of far
higher output.
Development was ongoing throughout
the life of the boxer, from metallurgy, to
seal design and material s, to rocker arm
bearings , to pushrod design. For example, the latter was changed from steel
to alloy in 1976, and with an expansion

rate now better matched to the alloy
engine, valve clearance was set much
tighter and the valves were thus quieter.
Thousands of little improvements like
this accreted over 74 years, making this
perhaps the most-developed powerplant
in the entire motoring kingdom.
Besides being light, powerful and
reliable, these engines had a simplicity
which is the hallmark of fine engineering. A corollary of this is that they were
very easy to work on. I found that about
two hours of routine service a year was
all required of the last-series engine,
with maybe eight hours spent replacing
seals and rings and doing a valve job
every hundred thousand miles. Almost
anything could be fixed by the side of the
road; a head and cylinder can be fieldstripped in about fifteen minutes.
Simplicity and user-serviceability are not
strengths of BMW's current offerings.
On December 19, 1996, the air-cooled
boxer succumbed to regulations, marketing, economics and technology. Unlike
other engines that BMW has put to
pasture only to find back in the corral
(the iron-block four, the large in-line
six), this one probably won't return.
While the reasons for retirement can be
appreciated, the passing of this paradigm
of powerplants is still a melancholy
moment. There was life in the old girl
yet, and a little room for more development, too. With such a large fleet extant,
however, solace can be taken in the
airhead remaining viable transportation
for many decades to come.

New Members
Member

Referred By

BMWs

Keith Thompson
Geoffrey Gaukroger
Rusty & Robin Pitman
Hugh Allen & Julie Gralow
Sig & Karen Hermann
Raymond & Susan Boyajian
Michael & Trina Swale
Andrew Werner
Eric Swanson
Joyce & Tom Boster
Peter & Sylvia Vierthaler
Tony & Melissa Marts
Leland Colby
John Hunter
Lynda & Kevin Kent
Daniel & Beth Woodman
Jim Brauneis
Roger & Connie Williams
Gene Uttinger
Donald Caldwell
Nancy Auer
John Fortune
Art Horne

Internet
Internet
Internet
Bellevue BMW
Request

'85 635CSi
'93 325is
'97 Z3
'95 325i
'84 533i
'72 2002 tii
'81 3201, '91 M3
'83 533i
'84 318i
'95 M3
'92 325i

BMW Northwest
Request
BMW Seattle
Lightfoot
Request
~MW Seattle
Internet
Jeff Huang
Internet
BMW Northwest
Kevin York
Request
BMW Seattle
BMW Seattle
Internet

'95
'94
'84
'97
'86
'94
'92
'93

M3
325ic
533i
M3
325es
530i
325i
740iL

'76 2002
'88 635CSi

Parts Jar all BMW Models
specializing in
2002 and Coupe Restoration

~~

Call far Discount Prices on:
OEM Parts, Bi/stein, Suspension Tech. Equipment
NLA and Hard to Find Parts
ORDER DESK (800) 466-8184
FAX (619) 488-0972

RC Motorsport
CNPR/ La Jolla Independent BMW
710 Turquoise Street• La Jolla, CA 92109
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Motorsporls Page
... from your Driving Events Committee

Introduction by Wes Hill

new monthly feature called the
Motorsports Page. It's put together by the
Driving Events Committee and its content
will be made up of several parts. In it you
will find registration material and information on any upcoming BMW ACA driving
events (schools, rallys, etc). We will also
include information and contact names of
others clubs hosting driving events where
they ' ve invited other marques to come
play with them. We will also include from
time-to-time, high performance driving
tips and UBis (useless bits of information!).
All of the above information will be
included in a Motorsports calendar
separate from the club calendar in the front
of the newsletter. Thi:; will also include
times and dates for televised events, like
Grand Prix racing and information on
spectator events like the GI Joe 200 and
the Annual Classic Motor Car Rally. To
assist us toward that end we'd like to ask
anyone who thinks they have something of

The BMW Car Company and this
club have both changed and grown over
the years since the early seventies. The
company 's performance image slipped
to one of "status" in the mid-eighties
and with this change the club experienced a declining interest in driving
events. A schedule that use to include
Rallies, Track Days, and an Autocross
series reduced itself to a few schools
each year. However, first with the
introduction of the is models then the
M-series models, BMW is once again
being touted as the Ultimate Driving
Machine. Recent sales have gone
through the roof and with the club
growing and all the new models to pick
from (as vv·cl! u::.; th(: c. ~~cr ones becorr.
ing affordable) interest is once again
climbing in club-hosted driving events.
The club board wants to offer the BMW
ACA members events and information
that follows this interest.
With that in mind, let me introduce a

SERVICE

interest to other club members (like a
mother in the MG Club that's putting on
a rally or the date and time of Public
Access' Realtime Racing) . Either call
myself ((206) 989-9516) or e-mail
Jacqueline Kahn (KAHN@ESCA.COM)
and we' ll ensure a full and interesting
calendar for the real car nuts.
For this month, Jacqueline has
supplied information on the upcoming
May 4th Drivers' School (an excellent
starting point for a true novice!) and Ken
has jotted down some notes on the flags
we use at the track. This should be used
as a quick little spring refresher for you
summer regulars. We're also for the first
time publishing our club's Licensing
System used in the Log Books to qualify
driver experience at our track events.
We are all looking forward to a busy
year and hope to see you at at least one if
not all of the d1iving events. Enjoy the
one thing we all share - driving our
BMWs!

Tires
PLUS

CENTE

Auto Detailing

Discounters
of HIGH

Meticulous Care for The Owner Who Expects It!
Showroom Quality Results • We Protect Your Investments
Only The Finest Products - Meguiar's
10% Discount on Meguiar's Products for Club Members

Pick-Up Be Delivery
Downtown next to Freeway Park
7th Ave. (Hubbell Pl.) & Seneca

622 9800
•

Member of Professional
Detailing Associaiton

,... ,...\~PERFORMANCE

{'i\rcs

~~l'\f

TIRES

&WHEELS

PRICE:
Low Discount Prices.

SELECTION: Over 4,000 tires in stock
- Pirelli, Goodyear, Yokohama, Bridgestone, Michelin, B.F. Goodrich, and
Cooper.
SERVICE: Friendly, informed sales
people; FREE tire mounting using
European Tire Machines for Touchless
Mag Wheel Mounting. All wheels are
hand torqued to manufacturer's specs.
12540 N.E. 124th Street
I(~ IKirkland (Totem Lake)

8

~

811·9100

1331 O Bel-Red Road
Bellevue (Next to Olympic
Boats, behind JB Factory Carpets)

641·7300
$1,oot illllilll crtdil plM O.A.C. witli 11t 1101CY don.
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May Driving School
by Jacqueline Kahn
Our first High Performance Driving
School for the year is at Bremerton
Raceway on Saturday, May 4th. We
encourage all those folks who have been
wanting to come out and see what our
events are all about to join us. Remember,
you don't need a BMW to attend our
schools! You just need enthusiasm and
the desire to learn more about you and
your car's abilities. Those of you who
have attended our schools in the past, we
hope to see you as well - practice,
practice, practice!!! -seat time, seat time
- fun fun fun!!!
The day will begin with a series of
drill stations. Each station is designed to
focus on a specific car control skill.
Instructors will be available to ride with
you to coach you at each drill station.
You will learn the limits of your car and
how to keep your car within those limits.
During the afternoon you will use the
skills you learned in the morning to run

some more advanced timed exercises.
The feedback we received from last
year's students that went through our
October school, where we provided these
types of exercise, was very positive. The
students felt they learned a great deal and
didn't have the pressure of running a full
track before they were ready.
Our intent this year is to save the full
track driving for SIR, for several reasons .
1) SIR is a much more expensive track
and we would like everyone to get the
most lapping they can when we are there
and not waste the great (and expensive)
road course for our drill station format.
Instead we will utilize Bremerton's lower
cost and focus our schools there. 2)The
feedback we've received from students
and instructors from our last Bremerton
school, where we provided more than just
the drill stations, but a timed slolom and a
timed mini-autocross in the afternoon,
was very positive.
The objective of the school is to make

you a safer and more confident driver.
You'll have a blast and have a whole new
appreciation for your BMW! I'd like to
stress again, especially for this first
sch ol in May, we would really like to
see all of you who have never been to one
of our track events join us. If you've ever
been curious why they call these 'The
Ultimate Driving Machines' -spend a day
with us and find out what German
engineering is all about! It doesn't matter
if you're in a 318, 525, orM3 you'll have
fun and its not hard on your car at all
(with the possible exception of a little tire
wear!).
To pre-register please fill out the
attached Registration Form and mail it to
Jacqueline Kahn@ 14057 NE 18lst ST
#E301 - Woodinville, WA 98702 by April
25th or call with any questions you may
have (206)481-9571.

r----------------------------------------1
Driver's School Registration Form

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Year&ModelCar _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Phone No. Home (
Work (
Number of Previous Track Events_ _ _ _ _ __
Driving Level: (Novice, 1, 2, 3, Instructor) (Circle One)
Cost of School $65, Two Drivers in One Car, Add $35 (Non-members, Add $25)
Total Amount Enclosed $
Please make checks payable to BMW ACA
Driving G o a l s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

L----------------------------------------~

A Look Back at the Driving Instructor's Clinic
by Jacqueline Kahn
To prepare for the coming year 's
driving events, we held a Driving
Instructors ' Clinic Saturday, February
15 1h, at Bremerton Raceway. Our intent
was to prepare our club's instructors for
this year's events, all well as familiarize
ourselves with the tasks involved in
hosting such events. Our main goal was
to set standards and continuity between
instructors so our track events run
smoothly and our quality continually
improves. In addition, we emphasized the
importance of being there for the student
- providing them with the knowledge
and resources to help them become better

drivers.
We spent the day running the exercises
the students will run at the schools this
year. We challenged the instructors to
show us how they would relate their
knowledge and experience to the students. We received some valuable
feedback and comments on course setup
and class structure. We appreciate their
involvement and willingness to volunteer
their time to give back to the club. We
even had a couple of novice drivers out
that day, showing their drive and enthusiasm for learning more and working
towards one day instructing themselves.

We had a good turn out and we would
like to thank everyone for their participation and, if you have any comments,
please pass them along . We are in the
finishing stage of completing the Driver's
Handbook and will be sending out an
Instructor 's version prior to the May 4th
school.

1997 March
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Flags, Track Safety Procedures, and YOU!!
by Ken Hill

While attending one of the BMW
ACA Driving Schools or any one of the
many other local auto club driving
events, you will have the opportunity to
drive some of the finest road racing
courses in the country. While driving on a
track at potentially high speeds, you need
to be informed of situations inherent to
the lapping session, or driving station you
are in. This communication to you is
done by qualified course workers who
use a series of internationally recognized
flags. Described below are the flags , their
colors, and their meanings in road racing
situations. You should always attend the
drivers' meeting, where any flag changes
will be explained. For the most part, flags
represent cautions and each flag should
be viewed in that context. Failure to heed
a flag or course marshal, creates not only
a dangerous situation, but can lead to
exclusion from that and other driving
events.
A. GREEN FLAG (Solid Green)
When displayed, the green flag
indicates that the course is open. Also
used to signify the start of a race or the
resumption of a track session. Normally
this flag will be in the possession of the
Starter only, and will not ordinarily be
displayed at the comer stations around
the course.
B. YELLOW FLAG (Solid Yellow)
Standing Yellow - Take care, Danger,
Slow Down, NO PASSING!!
Waved Yellow - Great Danger, Slow
Down, Look Immediately Ahead!
In both these situations use extreme
caution. A driver may encounter several
yellow flags before reaching the emergency area. The requirements are the
same, 'SLOW DOWN, NO PASSING' .
Watch your mirrors , watch ahead, and

continue to use caution until the green or
other flag is displayed. DO NOT STOP
unless flagged to do so.
C. BLUE FLAG (Maybe Blue with
Diagonal Yellow Stripe)
Another driver is following you very
closely or is trying to overtake you. This
flag may be displayed standing or
waving, depending upon the speed with
which you are being overtaken. Watch
your mirrors. The car being overtaken
should be aware of the other car and
signal or act in an manner as to not
endanger either vehicle.
D. RED FLAG (Solid Red)
Used only in an emergency, this flag
means the session has been called to a
halt. Come to an immediate, controlled
stop at the side of the track. Continuing
further may only delay the prompt
response of emergency crews to the scene
of an incident. DO NOT PROCEED until
directed to do so by one of the course
workers.
E. BLACK FLAG (Solid Black)
Closed Black Flag (Furled) - Pointed
or shaken at an individual car by a course
worker: WARNING! You have been
observed driving in an unsafe and/or
improper manner. If the action continues
you shall be given an OPEN BLACK
FLAG.
Open Black Flag - Displayed and
pointed at an individual car by a course
worker: Proceed directly to the pits to
speak with the course officials. DO NOT
TAKE ANOTHER LAP!!
Note: If the black flag is displayed
open at all stations, the session has been
halted, and all cars shall proceed to the
pits.

F. BLACK with ORANGE BALL
FLAG (Meatball)
This flag is used to warn a driver that
something is mechanically wrong with
their car. Something may be dragging or
broken that the driver is unaware of.
Report to the pits in a safe manner to
have it checked out.
G. RED and YELLOW FLAG
(Stripes)
This flag is to warn drivers of hazardous conditions on the track surface ahead.
This may mean the track is slippery
because of oil, water, gravel or dirt. Or
the track may be partially covered with
some debris. Use caution until the
condition is cleared.
H. WHITE FLAG (Solid)
This flag means a slower vehicle is on
the course, Use caution, it may be a
disabled car or an emergency vehicle. If
shown at start/finish the white flag
indicates one lap to go.
I. BLACK and WHITE CHECKERED FLAG
This flag signifies the session is over!
Proceed at a reduced pace around the
track (cool down lap) and report to the
pits.
For our driving events, safety is
everyone's business. If you see or are
involved in any incident that compromises the safe environment that we all
wish to operate, you owe it to yourself
and the club to exit the course and report
the incident to a course official so that
appropriate actions can be taken. Don't
wait for someone else to take responsibility for it. Don't wait for someone to draw
a flag . The sooner we can address and
resolve an issue, the sooner we can all
return to enjoying the driving station or
lapping session.

1997 Track Events Schedule
Please note the change to the 1997 BMW
ACA Track Events Schedule. Our Sunday June
date at SIR has been changed to Sunday, June
8th. Another local chapter asked if we could
change our date from June 15 to the 8th. Since
there were no conflicts with any of our other
club activities which we had scheduled, we
decided it would not be a problem to reschedule.
In fact, it may just have worked out in our favor
since June 15th is Father's Day.
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Revised - BMW ACA 1997 Track Events
Location
5/04-Sun.
6/08-Sun.
7/19-Sat.
11102-Sun.

Driver's School
Lapping Day
Lapping Day
Driver's School

Bremerton Raceway
Seattle Int'l Raceway
Seattle Int'l Raceway
Bremerton Raceway

Events are subject to change or cancellation, so watch future
Zundfolge issues for updated information .

Annual Banquet
Wild and Crazy Guys: Stephen Niver,
Club President, addresses the banquet
crowd. Event Chairman Hugh Golden
takes Steve's remarks very seriously.

BMWACA
Banquet Auction Donations
January 25, 1997
Business Donations
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
These goodies were part
of the live auction.

7.
8.

Redmond Motorsport's Open House

9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.

Club members
enjoy the
hospitality of
Redmond
Motorsport.

Redmond Motorsport's Open House
was a great success. Outside, the first day
of March came in like a lion. But inside
the showroom and the work bays of
RMS, it was all about BMWs with over
35 members gathered to play with the
interactive car software, watch videos of
racing and the history of BMW, while
others had their cars checked out on the
racks.
The bimmers in the lot ran the gamut,
from 02s to 850s with a surprising seven
E30 M3s. Notable in the lot (at least to
me) were Steve Melrose's sharp Euro
spec 635, Bruce Porter 's fast 540i six
speed, and with five red M3s to confuse
me, I had to jump over to Marcelo's
charcoal black '90 that he took both to
SIR and the Concours last year.
The owners of Redmond Motorsport,
Scott and Jim, with their wives and staff,
were kept busy making lattes, serving
wine, pop and enough food to keep our
club happy while people gathered into
groups to compare notes on their favorite
models. At the end of the session the door
prize drawing was held, with the staff and
family each pulling a name.

And the winners are:
William Buchanan
Oil Service
Tim Carter
Oil Service
Chris Melrose
History of
BMW Video
Jack Ray
Model BMW
Brent Wilde
Model BMW
Mark Schapiro
Racing Dynamics
Umbrella

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Those that won please contact RMS
(see their ad on the outside back cover)
and make arrangements to pick up your
prize.
What excited me about this event was
the new members I got to meet and talk
to. This is your club and those of us and
our sponsors that plan these events want
to make them interesting for you.
If you have any comments or suggestions, call or e-mail me and keep an eye
on the Calendar of Events on page two.
My e-mail address is RayK@MCi2000.
com. My phone is 868-1089.
- Ray Kirkland

$100 gift certificate - Dinan
$200 gift certificate - Redmond
Motorsport
$100 gift certificate - Redmond
Motorsport
Deluxe hand wash and wax Exeter Garage
Full detail - Bradley's
Olympic jacket (White, XL) Seattle BMW
Olympic jacket (XL) - Seattle BMW
Olympic warm up suit - (L) Seattle BMW
McLaren model 1/43 - Seattle BMW
Stuffed BMW penguin - Seattle BMW
Two tickets Seattle Thunderbirds Seattle T-birds
White light kit E36 coupe - Gilbert
R&T Motorsport
BMW sweater - BMW Northwest
Meguiars products - Canyon Auto
Body
34 bottles Meguiars product - Steve
Oliver, Meguiars
Black BMW hat - Bellevue BMW
Black BMW mug - Bellevue BMW
Black driving gloves (2) Bellevue BMW
White BMW T-shirt (2 M&L) Bellevue BMW
Black M3 T-shirt (L) - Bellevue BMW
Luggage - Bellevue BMW
BMW 1997 Poster calendar Bellevue BMW
$50 gift certificate - Car Nutz

Members Donations
24. BMW motorcycle poster - Nancy
Martin
25. Four Sonic tickets - Hugh Golden
26. 2002 trunk mat - Hugh Golden
27. Z3 hat - Hugh Golden
28 . $30 gift certificate - Gambardella's
Restaurant
29. 318 sheepskin -Al Lancaster
30. McLaren photo - Andrew Spain
31 . Bavarian picnic basket - Chris Linder
32. Isetta Ml corkscrew picture (17) Brian Home
33. Autographed Bobby Rahal picture Gary Parr
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SEATTLE INTERNJ

KENT, WA

TRACK LENGTH: 2.31 MILES
ELEVATION CHANGE: 300 FEET

Turns 5A, 58 and 6 make up SIR's
famous chicane . Smoothness
counts here.

START/FINI

PITS

Tricky Turn 8 has a decreasing radius. It's important
because it leads to the main straight.
From Turn 8 it's a dogleg right onto
the straight.

The main straigr
- safe for passi1

- - -
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YOUR PERFORMANCE (AR HEADQUARTERS!

, NORTHWEST'S LAP.GEST INDOOR SHOWROOM-ALWAYS 0VEP.
-
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150 (AP.SIN INVENTORY
.
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Financing
100°/o

10 Year Terms Available
Lease Q!iotes Gladly Given

POPS(//[
96 9931\vin Turbo ..White/ Black .... ..... 7,500 Miles
96 993 Cabriolet ...... Speed Yellow ....... 7,400 Miles
94 911 Speedster ..... Black/ Black ........ 20,000 Miles
93 RS America ......... Silver/ Black ....... 27,000 Miles
90 911 C2 Coupe .....Red/ Cashrnere .. 21,000 Miles
90 944 Cabriolet ...... Red/ Black ........... 38,000 Miles
89 911 C4 Coupe .....Baltic Blue .......... 27,000 Miles
85911SlantnrneCab... Midnight Blue .. 44,000 Miles
83 911 Cabriolet ...... Red/ Black ........ ... 86,000 Miles
"20 OTIIER

PORSCHES IN STOCK"

JA6UAP
95 Vanden Plas ........ Jade/ Cream ....... 11,400 Miles
95 XJS Roadster ....... White/ Navy .......17,500 Miles
94 XJ12 Sedan .......... Mon-oco Red .. ...21,000 Miles
94 Vanden Plas ........ Oyster/ Crearn ... 19,000 Miles
94 XJS Roadster ....... Flamenco Red ...22,000 Miles
93 Vanden Plas ........ Maroon/Cream ...39,000 Miles
93 XJS Coupe ............ Kingfisher Blue ..43.000 Miles
90 XJS Roadster .......B1itish R. Gm .... 38,000 Miles
5GB4 Classic Jaguars ... " 10 in stock" .......... Please Call

"30 OTHER JAGUARS

IN STOCK"

<OPV!TTI

Looking For
Something Special?

We Can Find lt!I
Auto Locator Service
Specializing In:

fml

• BMW
• Jaguar
["1
• Porsche
• Mercedes Benz
• Special Interest
Hundreds Available Now!
Please call a sales consultant for
further information & current listings.

94 Roadster ............... Red/ Black ........... 37,000 Miles
94 Coupe ................... Black/Tan ........... 25,000 Miles
88 35th Aniv ............. Callaway Turbo .. 4,000 Miles
66 Roadster ............... Nassau Blue ................ .450 HP
64 Coupe ................... Silver/ Black .... 100%Restored
53 Roadster "R" ....... Red/Tan ...... 327 ''Extra Nice"
"15 OTHER

CORVETTES IN STOCK"

SHOAL ltfTINST
95 Viper Coupe ....... Blue/Wht Stripes ... 500 Miles
95 Saleen Mustang .. Black/ Black .... Supercharged
94 Viper Roadster ... Red / Gray ............. 8,000 Miles
93 Lotus Turbo ........ Blue Gray .......... 21,000 Miles
92 GMC Typhoon ... Black/ Black ........ "Extra Nice"
92 Acura NSX ...........Black/Tan ............. 9,800 Miles
66 Cobra "R" ............ "10 in Stock" ......... Please Call
37 01ev PU Hot Rod ... ''Highest Qµality" .. "Expensive"
"OTHERS IN STOCK"

See Our
Virtual Showroom
on the Net!

MfP([f)[S O{lfl
95 S 500 Sedan ......... Black/ Black ........ 19,000 Miles
94 SL 600 Roadster ..White/ Gray ........ 15,000 Miles
92 300 SE Sedan ...... Black Pearl .........58,000 Miles
92 500 SL Roadster ..Smoke Silver ..... 32,000 Miles
91300 E Sedan ........ Black/ Gray ......... 74,000 Miles
91 500 SL Roadster .. Garnet/ Beige ..... 49,000 Miles
87 560 SEL Sedan ...Midnight Blue .. 72,000 Miles
86 560 SL Roadster ..Red/ Palomino .. 30,000 Miles
86 560 SL Roadster .. Diamond Blue .. 33,000 Miles
"OTHER BENZ'S IN STOCK"

BMW
95 M3 Coupe ............Pearl Black ......... 21,000 Miles
94 325 Convertible .. Black/ Black ........ 35,000 Miles
94 318is Coupe ........ Wlute/Tan ..........54,000 Miles
94 740il Sedan ......... Maroon/ Parch .. 22,000 Miles
92 850i Coupe ..........Calypso Red ....... 39,000 Miles
92 325i Sedan ...........Dark Blue .......... .45,000 Miles
92 750il Sedan ......... Green/ Cream ....44,000 Miles
91 735il Sedan .........Black/ Black ........ 60,000 Miles
91325ic Convert:lble...White/ Navy ....... 42,000 Miles
" 10 OTHER BMWs IN STOCK"

ffPPAPI
92 Testarossa ............ Gray/ Black ...........6,000 Miles
91 348 TS ................... Red/Tan ... .............5,000 Miles
90 Testarossa ............ Red/Tan ......... ..... 11,000 Miles
83 308 GTS i .............Black/ Black ........ 46,000 Miles
82 308 GTB ....... ........ Black/ Black ........ 28,000 Miles
;i 64 330 America .. ......X Jolm Bond ...... 31,000 Miles

1

" OTHER FERRARIS IN STOCK-cALL MONTE"

1

1

1

(OllffTABffS

74 Maserati .......... ..... Kharnsin/12kMiles ... "Perfect"
74 Jensen Rdstr. ...... Silver Blue ............. "Restored"
65 Mustang Conv ...Red/Wl1ite, V8 ..... "Restored"
63 Benz Cabriolet ... White/ Red ... .......... "Restored"
58 Benz Cabriolet ...White/ Navy .......... "Restored"
70 T!iumph Rdstr .. White/ Red ......... .... "Restored"
3 7 Cadillac Conv..... Highest Quality ... "Restored"
39 Buick Conv ......... Yellow/ Tan ........... "Restored"
"OTHERS IN STOCK"

Quality [Al
Consignments
Wanted
Con ract Lance Tow le or
Tim Mullil<; en Persona lly
For Details
& Information Pacl.:;et.

Hassle Free Selling!

Im Pork Place Racing
1"J HIGH PERFORMANCE
DRIVING SCHOOL
AT SIR BY PACIFIC RIM PROFORMANCE

JIONAL RACEWAY

Between Turn 2 and 3A, it's
steeply downhill. Prepare for
heavy braking!

Turn 2 is SI R's fastest turn; a big sweeper.

520

I
18

SIR

The end of the straight is actually slightly uphill.

Licensing System for Track Driving
The club has held high performance
driving schools and events for over 20
years. In the early years, the events were
quite informal. Everyone knew everyone
else and everyone knew who had track
driving experience. Later, as the club
grew, this wasn't true.
With the size of the club and the
number of events held, it became
necessary to have a licensing system
within the club. About fifteen years ago,
a licensing committee was formed. This
committee drafted a set of guidelines that
we still use. Those members who have
attended a track event have probably seen
these guidelines before. But most
members have never been exposed to
them. So, for the first time, we are
publishing our club licensing system in
Zundfolge, so that all members can learn
what goes on and what is expected at our
track events.
The cunent Driving Events Committee has also made some modifications to
better clarify sign offs for particular
driving levels. Its our hope to ensure
consistency and remove any confusion as
to when and who signs off drivers. Our
Club Driving Log Books have been
modified to incorporate these change and
will be available for our first Driving
School in May at Bremerton.
If reading these guidelines piques your
interest in driving, then please note the
schedule of track events for 1997, then
make plans to get involved. It really is the
only way to fully appreciate your BMW.
In addition, unlike some other local
clubs, our club encourages all drivers,
regardless if your car model is something
other than a BMW. We believe we should
all be practicing and improving driving
skills. We all drive the roads together!
Our Driving Schools and Track
Lapping days are not intended to promote
or teach race strategies, there are schools
available in the area for this type of
instruction.It is the intent of our driving
events to promote better, safer drivers and
to provide an avenue for those wishing to
experience the potential of their cars and
of themselves in a safe and controlled
environment.
The club track licensing system is a
guideline to ensure safety and knowledge
of our drivers' experience. The driving
levels identified should give you something to strive for, but remember it's a
learning process and should not be
rushed. Take the time to personally
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improve your skills. There are plenty of
driving events, between our club and
other local clubs which, BMW members
are invited, to give you plenty of seat
time!
One other thing to keep in mind. The
following guidelines stress safe driving
and technical skills levels. While these
things are very important, the main
reason we go to the track is to have fun .
The experience of driving your BMW
faster than you ever driven it before, in a
safe setting with no chance of a speeding
ticket, is tremendous fun. It's quite a rush.
The licensing system has the following
goals:
To allow the club to sponsor safe
driving events. Safety is always the most
important concern at any club driving
event. The licensing system provides a
means to qualify people for race track
driving.
To qualify instructors. The licensing
system will provide an objective means to
determine who is qualified to serve as
instructors at the club schools, and to
determine who is able to upgrade drivers
to the various levels within the licensing
system.
To encourage members to increase
their driving skill level. BMW owners
are generally successful, ambitious,
achievement-oriented individuals. A
desire to achieve a high skill level of
driving is a very worthy goal for any
driver, but especially for a BMW owner.
The club's track events and licensing
system provide a structured means for
becoming very skilled driver over time.
To encourage increased participation in track events. The licensing
system will make it clear that a high skill
level of high performance driving may
only be acquired through much practice
over time. Hopefully, members will be
encouraged to participate in track events
on a regular basis to upgrade their skill
levels.

********************************
The licensing system has four levels of
driving skills. These four levels are:
1. Level 1 (Novice) A person who has
little or no track driving experience.
2. Level 1 (Intermediate) A person who
has achieved a competence level allowing
them to solo at club track events.
3. Level 2 A driver who is able to
demonstrate driving skills enabling them

to carry passengers and instruct at club
events.
4. Level 3 A senior instructor level
demonstrates the highest level of driving
competence and car control.
The outline on the following pages
defines the skill levels required of drivers
at Levels 1, 2, and 3:

Level 1 Technical Skills
Seating and hand positioning - The driver
understands the proper seating position
and the position of the hands on the
steering wheel while driving. The driver
always uses a seat belt and wears a
helmet while on the track.
Braking - The driver demonstrates
smooth braking before corners.
Shifting - The driver upshifts and
downshifts reasonably smoothly by
matching the engine and transmission
RPMs. The driver does not allow their
hand to linger on the shift lever.
Cornering - The driver understands and
demonstrates a general knowledge of the
proper line and how to apex a corner.
Understeer and Overstreer - The driver is
able to explain the concepts of under- and
oversteer and can identify both while
driving. The driver knows how to correct
excessive understeer (release brakes to
gain steering) or oversteer (steer into the
side).
Slide control - The driver is capable of
controlling and/or correcting some slides.
The driver demonstrates a knowledge of
how to correct a slide but may be
successful only infrequently.
Level 1 Attitude
The driver has a responsible attitude. The
driver takes a constructive criticism well
and has a desire to learn and improve
their driving. The driver is safety
conscious, attentive to track marshals and
corner workers.
Level 1 Mechanical
While a mechanical aptitude is not
necessary, the driver 's car should exhibit
at least a minimal appearance of proper
maintenance. In order for the vehicle to
be safe, the driver should understand the
importance of vehicle maintenance for a
car to be driven at a high speed environment that may stress the car.

Level 1 Overall
The driver demonstrates reasonably good
car control in general. The driver is not
excessively nervous while driving and is
aware of surroundings (other cars) while
on the track. In short, the driver must not
be a hazard to themselves or others.
Generally the driver knows what to do
but must think of the proper reaction for a
given situation, thus, the reaction times
are slow. They must be safe to solo at all
club driving events and they should show
marked improvements from the Novice
Level.
Note: Level 1 (Novice) requires a
signature from a Level 2 or 3 driver and
will be given upon completion of the first
driving school. Level 1 (Intermediate)
requires a second signature from a Level
2 or 3 driver and is not given at the
student's first driving school, but typically obtained after their second driving
event. This second signature allows the
driver to solo at all club events.
Level 2 Technical Skills
Seating and hand positioning - The driver
has a thorough understanding of the
proper seating position and the position
of the hands on the steering wheel, knows
why they are used and habitually uses the
proper positions while driving. The driver
always uses the seat belt and always
wears a helmet on the track.
Braking - The driver demonstrates
smooth but forceful braking. The driver is
adept at brake modulation to prevent
lockup. The driver has some knowledge
of and may demonstrate trail braking.
Shifting - The driver is able to perform
heal and toe and/or double clutch down
shifts. The driver shifts smoothly by
matching engine and transmission speeds.
The driver does not allow his or her hand
to linger on the shift lever.
Acceleration - The driver accelerates
smoothly out of comers and has good
control over power oversteer.
Cornering - The driver demonstrates
knowledge of the ideal line. The driver
understands the theory and shows the
ability to turn in, apex, and exit a variety
of corners.
Understeer and Oversteer - The driver
has a thorough understanding of understeer and oversteer and can identify both
while driving. The driver can sometimes
induce both while on the track and knows
the effect of acceleration and braking
(trailing throttle, power oversteer, etc.).
The driver is able to compensate for
excessive amounts of under-or oversteer.

Slide Control - The driver is capable of
controlling and/or correcting almost all
slides at moderate speeds and some slides
at higher speeds.
Vehicle Dynamics - The driver understands and uses weight transfer and
transient response. The driver understands the interaction of the car taking a
set on its suspension and its cornering
ability. The driver understands the
significance of the contact patch, tire air
pressures, and suspension modifications
on the car's cornering ability.
Level 2 Attitude
The driver has a responsible serious
attitude. The driver takes constructive
criticism well and has a desire to learn
and improve his or her driving. The
driver is safety conscious, attentive to
track marshals and comer workers while
driving. The driver is knowledgeable
enough to assist in course marshaling and
running a track event. The driver has a
mature and responsible attitude towards
signing off Novices towards Level 1. The
driver displays sound judgment in
evaluating the driving of others.
Level 2 Mechanical
While mechanical aptitude is not necessary the driver 's car should exhibit good
to excellent maintenance in keeping with
the driver's ability to push the car to
higher limits. The importance proper
maintenance should be thoroughly
understood and appreciated.
Level 2 Overall
The driver demonstrates good car control
in all situations. The driver is not nervous
at speed and is comfortable and predictable in traffic. The driver is also just as
comfortable as a passenger even under
stressful situations. He or she is able to
correct for most errors and is able to drive
quickly and safely at high speeds. The
driver not only understands how to
correct a given situation but has begun to
develop an instinctively correct reaction .
Thus, reaction times are considerably
quicker than all Level 1 drivers . The
driver is able to teach driving skills to
others and is able to judge the skills of
other drivers. The driver is courteous,
conscientious, and responsible in all
situations and sets a good example for
novice and intermediate drivers .
Note: Level 2 requires the signatures of
two Level 3 drivers at separate track
events. The first signature at Level 2

allows the driver to carry passengers. The
second signature at Level 2 identifies the
driver as an Instructor Level driver. This
second signature can be recommended by
any Level 3 driver but must be approved
and signed off by one of the Track
Committee Chairs. This signature can
also only be acquired after an event at a
major road racing venue, such as SIR/PIR
etc.
Level 3 Technical Skills
Seating and Hand Position - The driver
habitually uses excellent seating and
steering wheel positioning and has a
thorough understanding of why they are
used. The driver always wears his or her
seat belt and helmet when on the track.
Braking - The driver exhibits smoothness
under maximum braking force, which is
considerable. The driver is adept at brake
modulation to prevent lockup and at trail
braking. The driver can identify situations when trail braking is and is not
appropriate. The driver may demonstrate
left foot braking skills.
Shifting - The driver demonstrates
smooth up and down shifting skills by
matching engine and transmission speeds.
The driver is adept at heal and toe and/or
double clutch down shifts. The driver
never allows his or her hand to linger on
the shift lever. The driver can manually
shift an automatic transmission smoothly
to maximize the cars ability.
Acceleration - The driver accelerates
smoothly out of comers and is able to
control power oversteer. The driver
understand power and torque peaks.
Cornering - The driver demonstrates the
ideal line and the ability to quickly and
efficiently execute all types and speeds of
corners. Turn in, apex, and exit are all
down smoothly. The driver demonstrates
the ability to determine the optimum line
determined by the vehicle 's ability and
the current track conditions. The driver
uses the correct technique for on or off
camber, increasing or decreasing radius
turns and double apex turns.
Understeer and Oversteer - The driver
has a thorough understanding of underand oversteer, both theoretical and
practical. The driver is able to identify,
induce, explain, and demonstrate both.
The driver is able to compensate for
excessive amounts of under- or oversteer.
He or she knows and can demonstrate the
effect of acceleration, deceleration, and
braking on cornering attitude (trailing
throttle, power oversteer, etc.)
Slide Control - The driver demonstrates
the ability to control and/or correct slides
1997 March ZUNDFOLGE
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at all speeds .
Vehicle Dynamics - The driver understands and demonstrates the use of weight
transfer and transient response. The
driver is adept at using the set of the car's
suspension to achieve maximum cornering force. The driver has an understanding of slip angles, polar moment, role
centers, and a good understanding of the
friction circle theory. The driver understand the significance of the contact
patches, tire air pressures, and suspension
modifications on the car's cornering
ability.
Level 3 Attitude
The driver has a very responsible, serious
attitude. The driver is safety conscious,
attentive to track marshals and corner
workers while driving . The driver is
knowledgeable enough to fully run any
club track event. The driver is a mature
and responsible attitude towards signing
off other drivers for upgrading and
displays sound judgment in evaluating
the driving of others.

1997 Autocross Schedule
All dates are tentative, please check updated schedule for changes.

SCCA Northwest Region
Date
April 5
April 6
May4
May 25
June 22
July 6
July 25
July 26-27
August 31
Sept27
Sept28
Oct 12

Note: Level 3 indicates an expert driver.
This level is achieved only by those who
have conscientiously strove to improve
their skills over a period of years. Level 3
drivers will have generally graduated
from a professional driving school or
have a senior competition license from a
recognized sanctioning body combined
with extensive track experience. Very
extensive track experience will substitute
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Event
School
Event #1
Event #2
Event #3
Event #4
Event #5
SCCA National Tour School
SCCA National Tour Day 1 & 2
Event#6
Practice
Event #7
Event #8

Location
Kent
Kent
Kent
Bremerton
Kent
Everett

TBD
Everett
Everett
Kent

wwscc
All events are at Boeing Kent.
April 13
May 18
June 1
June 15
July 13
Aug 10
Aug 24

Level 3 Mechanical
While mechanical aptitude is not necessary, the driver 's car should exhibit
excellent maintenance in keeping with
the driver 's ability to push the car to very
high levels. The importance should be
thoroughly understood and appreciated.
Level 3 Overall
The driver demonstrates excellent car
control in all situations and is comfortable at hi gh speeds. The driver is comfortable and predictable in traffic. The
driver is able to correct nearly all enors
and is able to drive quickly and safely
near the limits of the car. The driver has
quick reactions to situations due to
having developed his or her skills to the
point of the proper reaction being
instinctive. The driver is able to teach
driving skills and is able to judge the
skills of other drivers. The driver is
courteous, conscientious and responsible
in all situations and sets a good example
for all other drivers .

Day
Sat
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Fri
Sat.Sun
Sun
Sat
Sun
Sun

Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun

Event #1
Event #2
Event #3
Event#4
Event #5
Event #6
Event #7 (Enduro)

For more information:
SCCA NWR: Mike Leuty (206)874-5203
WWSCC: Dave Bell (206)355-3189
Or call the event hotline for up-to-the-minute information at (206) 255-0658

Site locations:
Kent: Boeing Kent Space Center, southwest parking lot.
Everett: Boeing Everett Plant west parking lot
Bremerton: Bremerton raceway at the Bremerton Airfield .
for professional schooling or competition
experience. Level 3 requires two signatures of other Level 3 drivers at separate
events. This signature can also only be

acquired after an event at a major road
racing venue, such as SIR/PIR etc. Level
3 is Senior Instructor Level.

All EuroP-_ean Aulowerk
BMW PORSCHE
AUDI MERCEDES
VOLVO VOLKSWAGEN
•
•
•
•
•

Suspension & Brake Systems
Tune Ups to Complete Rebuilds
Emission Specialist
Clutch & Transmission
Electrical Troubleshooting

325112 Railroad Ave. South
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 859-8553 Fax 859-3441

Technik
edited by Greg Mierz
Long term ownership of a car requires
a type of commitment that drives a few
crazy, a few broker than they ' d like, and
a few, well, are just plain driven. One
never gets the time and money investment back in monetary terms, but love
can be strange. Whether it's a ten or
twenty year old BMW, there are common
threads of care and maintenance that
apply to all of them.
A wear-cycle could be called the life
expectancy of a part. Some parts can last
a long time, some less, but all seem to
lose their edge and nothing really seems
to last forever. Own a car long enough
and the wear-cycle of some components
comes around more than once. Things
such as water pumps, cam belts and
tensioners, wheel bearings , driveshaft
center support bearings and guibos
(those big round rubber connecting
pieces) will all need replacing at some
point in time. As some vehicles approach
lOOk and higher, the need to replace
wear items grows as the first round of
renewal needs to take place.
All models have systems in common and
although the details of the renewal of
parts varies , the symptoms attributed to
the failure have things in common . The
shaking and shudder of a driveline can
be a worn/cracked guibo (the connection
from transmission to driveshaft) or a
center support bearing with a worn out
rubber support. Life expectancy will
depend on a number of factors, such as
degree of hard usage and town or
highway miles to name a couple.
Loose feeling steering in most models
will come from worn or damaged center
tie-rod links, outer tie rods or possibly
ball joints. Some models, such as the
E28 5-series, have been known to have
broken bolts attaching the steering box to
the frame . The 2002 has a history of
breaking the part of the axle that holds
the steering box to it. Loose and sloppy
front wheel bearings will also add to the
reduced tautness of the steering.
If you own a car long enough you may
find you'll replace some items more than

once. Shock absorbers are items that will
wear out and give you a chance to
upgrade to better ones like Bilsteins or
Boge Turbo gas. A bouncy ride and poor
control over bumps are simple indications that they are worn out. Front
shocks on all BMWs since the '60s have·
MacPherson struts of some type. Replacement of them is more complicated
than the rears and can be a real chore for
those do-it-yourselfers who don ' t have
the right tools or experience. I've seen
many used BMW that have had the rears
replaced, they' re fairly straightforward,
but the fronts are totally used up. They
never got replaced due to the labor a
shop may charge and the cost of the
shocks themselves. To save on labor
costs at a later date, when shocks are
being done, look closely at the strut
bearing (the upper shock attachment),
the tie-rods and ball joints. The additional labor to do them at this time will
be much less than if you need to tear into
it at another time.

There are many rubber pieces that make
up the suspension of most BMWs. The
bushings in the front and rear suspension
will wear out over time and will cause
strange noises or odd handling. If a
rubber piece is covered with oil from a
leak somewhere, it will wear out even
quicker. Transmission mounts are
especially prone to this kind of damage
from leaking rear transmission seals.
Replacing the transmission mounts is
fairly easy and well worth doing. Engine
motor mounts can fall victim to oil leaks
also. Rear subframe bushings last a long
time but when they wear out the rear
axle will move about, producing some
clunks and strange handling. On later
models special tools are needed to
replace them and are very tough for the
average DIYer to tackle.

CAMPBELUNELSON

AUTO WRECKING
Specializing in New and Used Parts for

PC> R S C H E

BMW

SAAR

ARLINGTON

EDMONDS

(360) 403-9800

(206) 771-4931

18021 59th Ave. NE
Arlington, WA 98223

205th & Aurora
Edmonds, WA 98020

Across from
Arlington Airport Entrance

Across from
Aurora Village Costco

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...J
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Korman Catalogs

The Revolution is Complete
T he H o Chi Minh Trail, the fabled
supply line that North Vietnam used
during the Vietnam War, may be transformed into a speedway running the
length of the country. A Vietnamese
tourism agency is trying to organize an
international car rally that follows the H o
Chi M inh Trail from H anoi, into neighboring Laos, and back into southern
Vietnam. (Th e Sea ttle T im es)

VS Race Plans
After this year spent defending its title
in IMSA, BMW's racing activities will shift
to a new V8 engine being developed in
Munich. The V8 would probably be used
initially in one of the IMSA series, but
could end up powering an Indy Racing
League car. This could be the first BMW
that doesn't turn right. (Rounde~

Z1 Ori g in s
Did you know that the BMW Z1 began
life as j ust a f un test mule for t he engineers t o test the soph ist icated Z-axle
f itted t o the newest 3-serie s. It t hen
beca me a concept car for the autoshows,
wit h no prod ucti on pla ns. Put public
de mand caused BM W to put it into limited
production. During its short life 8,0 0 0
were built.

Korm an Autoworks now has mini-catalogs
available fo r the 2002, E21 , E30, E36, E24,
E28, E32, E28 MS and the E24 M6. These
are available at no charge to members of the
BMW ACA. They contain information on
Korman brake, suspension and engine
upgrades. To order a mini-catalog, call 910275-1494, extension 29, 24 hours a day.
Leave your name, mailing address and the
year and model of your BMW.

KEY FINGERS CROOK

A London criminal has been caught and brought to justice thanks to a BMW car key fitted with
a transponder, which is standard equipment on all BMW cars produced since January 1995. It is
believed to be the first time in Great Britain that a criminal has been traced, charged and found
guilty of the theft of a BMW car on the evidence gathered from a BMW car key found in the
burglar's possession at the time of the arrest. Richard Price, BMW's (UK) Customer Relations
Manager, was sent the key by Detective Constable Gary Theobald from Marylebone Police
Station and asked if it would be possible to identify the car from the totally unmarked key. Richard
Price said, "I sent the key to the appropriate department in BMW AG in Munich where it was
electronically interrogated and as a result I was able to supply Constable Theobald with the
chassis number of the BMW 320i convertible." The Metropolitan Police were then able to trace the
registration number to a car parked outside the criminal's house. The car had been stolen during
a burglary at a property in West London. As a result of information provided by the "intelligent"
BMW key, Richard Price has been awarded a commendation by Superintendent Richard Miles,
the Commander of Marylebone Police Station , for providing invaluable assistance to police in
tracking the car. (BMW NA Press Release)

3-series Debut Delayed

Rover_ Has a Good Year

The new 3 was to make its debut
at Frankfurt this fall. The fourth
generation 3-series, E46, will now be
unveiled a little later. The reason for
the delay is that Mercedes will be
debuting their new A class supermini. BMW doesn't want the new 3 to
be overshadowed. {Roundel}

Rover posted its highest sales since
1988 when it announced it sold 507,254
vehicles in 1996, a five percent increase
over 1995. Sales in Britain dropped seven
percent. But sales were up 16.5 percent in
mainland Europe and 19 percent in nonEuropean markets.

~GTHEc4s
~"V.
)'~

~«;

~\<'

German Car
Specialists~

Service & Repair
Porsche Pounder
Shakedown testing of the '97 model
Mclaren Fl GTR took place at Barcelona
in late November. The improved
Mclaren features longer and wider
bodywork front and rear, intended to
bring the car's downforce levels up to
those generated by Porsche's GTl . The
'97 package also includes a new 6speed, sequential gearbox and revised
BMW V12 engine, while the chassis itself
has been substantially lightened. (Racer)
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644-7770
• BMW
• AUDI
• MERCEDES
BENZ

15°/o OFF PARTS
SERVICE & REPAIR

Courtesy

Your Best Alternative to the Dealer!

Shuttle
Service I

Behind Factoria Cinemas, Bellevue

Z3 Coupe U p d a t e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BMW is proceeding with its cou pe
version of the Z3, but it will be a twoseater, not a 2+2 as ea rl ier reports
ind icated . A ranking BMW engi neer
confirmed that problems with relocating
the fuel tank and other ancilla ry hardware
prevented the addition of back seats.
However, a large parcel s helf and a wideropening hatchback will help to ext end the
coupe's versati lity. Plan ned for sa le in
Eu rope in early 1998, the Z3 coupe is
designed to be an alternative to the
Mercedes-Benz SLK, which has a folding
steel roof that transforms t he car from a
roadster to a coupe a the press of a
button. The BMW cou pe will be powered by
a 193 horsepower, 24-valve, 2.8 liter in li ne

six cyl inder engine, although other
powerplants cou ld be added if customer
demand wa rrants, including the 321
horsepower 3.2 liter six from the European
M3. With increased body stiffness and
other chassis refinements, t he new BMW
shou ld improve on the Z3 roadster's
handling. The Z3 coupe wi ll be built at
BMW's Sparta nbu rg manufacturing
fac ility, at the rate of up to 20,000 units
per year. German press reports contend
that the coupe will wea r a ZS badge, but
this is denied by BMW officia ls in Munich,
who say that al l internal references to the
ca r have it badged as the Z3 coupe.

(Auto Week)

Byron Does Good
The Race for Children's team, a
local entry in last month's 24 Hours
of Daytona, completed 400 laps in its
Porsche 911 GTS-3. Each lap raised
$140 in pledges for Children's Hospital in Seattle. The car was sponsored
by Park Place and the drivers were all
loqtl guys. Included were former
hydroplane driver Chip Hanauer,
Don Kitch, Chuck Lyford, Chris
Bingham, and club member Byron
Sanborn. Ask Byron about it at the
meeting at VRM on March 29th.

Frankfurt Show
If you're planning on attending t he
Frankfurt Auto Show, m a ke your plans
now. The dates are September 11
through 21, 1997. ( Rounde0

Mobile Tradition

BIG BUCKS
BMW NA spent big bucks to trumpet the long list of awards that BMW cars have
received lately. In the front section of the February 25th Wall St. Journal, BMW had a
series of ads that covered six full pages. The awards being promoted include: the 5series being named Motor Trend Import Car of the Year, three BMW engines being
named amongst the "Best Engines of 1997" by Ward's Auto World, the 1996 J.D. Power
and Associates "Most Appealing Entry Luxury Car" for the 328i, the 3-series being
included in Car and Driver's "Ten Best Cars" for 1997, inclusion by Automobile Magazine
as a 1997 "All-Star," and Car and Driver calling the 5-series the "luxury sedan of choice"
and another one the their "Ten Best Cars." Whew. No wonder it took six pages.

BMW Mobile Tradition keeps on
issuing new and interesting model BMWs.
Their latest include a 502 Baur Cabrio 2seater, a 327 Cabrio, a 503 Coupe, a
507 Softtop, and an M 1 Procar.
Mobile Trad ition reports that BMW car
and motorcycle club worldwide now have
more than 120,000 members. Over half
of the worldwide totals are in the US.
Mobile Tradition has begun a new
award called "Friends of the Marque ."
This award goes to individuals that have
done the most to promote BMW over the
years . The first 17 awards were announced at the International Council
meeting in Tokyo . Americans receiving the
award included Leif and Fia Anderberg
(founders of the BMW ACA), Keith
Dempster, Harmon Fischer, Court Fisher,
Alice Hanes, and Bob Roemer.

"~'""~°'
all,~J,."
Stephen Spenser,
The Seattle Times

1313 West Meeker St.
Suite 138
Kent, WA

Fine Italian Food

(206) 859-4681
Take Out Available
BMW ACA Member Since 1991
1997 March
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BMW Conquers Rolex 24
BMW's M3 finally won the Rolex 24 Hours of Daytona. The victory
occurred on February 2, 1997. Tom Milner's Prototype Technology
Group, which campaigns the Number 10 First Union/Yokohama BMW
M3 that Bill Auberlen, Javier Quiros, Tom Hessert, Derek John Hill and
Boris Said drove to the GTS-3 category win in the Exxon Supreme GT
Series Presented by Virgin Interactive, achieved the first of its major
1997 goals by conquering one of the world's most prestigious and
grueling 24-hour racing events.
This marked the fifth straight class victory for the PTG BMW M3
team in IMSA competition, dating back to the last half of the 1996
season. This was also BMW's third 24 Hours of Daytona win, although
its been awhile since the first two. In 1976 a CSL won overall and in
1981 an Ml won the GTS-1 class.
"It's one down and four to go," said a relieved Milner, after sipping
champagne in the winner's circle. "Our first of five primary goals has
been realized. We will now continue to pursue the rest of the items on
the list: a Sebring 12 Hour win, the driver's championship, a second
manufacturer's title for BMW, and the IMSA team championship. I'm
happy for my crew that has been with me for almost eight years. We've
gone through thick and thin together and they stuck it out and here we

are. I'm also proud of each driver who drove an M3 in this race. There
wasn't a better roster of talent in any other car out there. And many
thanks to BMW for its support in developing such a terrific race car."
"It's a dream come true," added Erik Wensberg, M Brand Manger,
BMW of North America. "Endurance racing victories, particularly the
Rolex 24 at Daytona, are a real feather in the cap of any manufacturer
and it means a great deal to the company. This wasn't a pretty sight,
but it was a hard-fought fight and I don't know ifl've been in a tougher
one. It was a cliffhanger right up until the final 15 minutes and it really
is gratifying. It's a testament to the M3. It's a car we believe in and a
project we believed in right from the beginning. IMSA racing is where
our customers are and it's where we feel we can compete on a level
playing field. "
The battle for first in the newly-designated GTS-3 class came down
to the final 75 minutes, as the Number 10 M3, which had been enjoying
a four lap lead over the Porsche 911 of Hurley Haywood, David Murray,
Doc Bundy, and Jim Mathews, experienced an off-course excursion, a
failing gearbox and a pit stop to replace a caved-in windshield, all of
which erased the lead to less than one lap. The M3 rallied to hold off
the 911 and take the win by an eventual margin of two laps.

IL

Providing the Finest
Detailing Services
Since 1979
Hand Washing
Swirl-free Polish
Interior Shampoo
Concours Quality Detailing
Free local pick up and delivery
with full detail services

13600 N.E. 16th St. Bellevue
(by Fumey's Nunery)
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In the early stages, the winning M3, with Quiros behind the wheel,
was hit by a slower World Sports Car in the first hour, resulting, in
damage to the M3 which took four laps to repair. The car then dropped
to 26'h in class, and the team embarked on a 13 hour battle to regain the
lead. Auberlen carved Porsche's lead to only 2.5 laps, then moved into
the top spot when the 911 pitted with damage.
"It certainly wasn't an easy win," said Auberlen, who, along with
Hill, Quiros, Hessert and Said, unofficially lead in driver's points.
"Everything looked blead after the incident with the WSC car, but the
PTG crew was terrific in getting the M3 back into the race quickly, the
pit stops were great, and we were able to whittle away the Porsche's lead
little by little. The drama at the end gave us that extra jolt of adrenaline
and we did everything we could to defend our position. There were a
slew of Porsches on our tail. We held all of them off and it feels great.
What a great triumph for BMW!"
The five drivers completed 640 laps and placed ninth overall in a
field of80 cars. Porsches finished second through sixth in GTS-3. In
seventh was Number 6, the Valvoline/Yokohama M3 driven by John
Fergus, Ron Finger, 1992 Daytona 24 winner Dan Marvin, Hill and
Said. In all, the 29 car GTS-3 field
consisted of four BMW M3s, 21 Porsche
9lls, an Acura NSX, two Mazda RX-7s,
and one Chevy Camara.
The third PTG M3, the Number 7 Red
Bull/Fina/Yokohama entry driven by
Dieter Quester, Marc Duez, Markus
Oestreich and Said, fell out in the lS'h hour
after being struck by a WSC car. The
independent BMW M3 entry of Matthew
Boris Said drove for 16 of the 24 Hours Cohen, Pete Halsmer, John Morton and
of Daytona. He drove in four different
Sylvain Tremblay was credited with a lS'h
cars including all three PTG M3s and
place, but did not take the checkered flag.
the Callaway C7R.

UNLEASH THE POTENTIAL OF
YOUR BMW, ONE PAGE AT ATIME.

Germany and America Trade Places
Remember 25 years ago when the US automakers lamented
their plight? At that time, German workers made one half what
their US counterparts did and Japanese autoworkers made a
quarter what Americans made. My how things have changed.
Japanese workers now make roughly the same as US workers. And
the Germans? There's a reason that Z3s are built in Spartanburg.
This is what the Wall Street Journal had to say about the state of
the German economy: "Ger nany, the world's third largest economy,
has 4.7 million people unemployed, or 12.2/'o of the work force-the
highest level since World War II. Because Germany is such a difficult
place to do business, the country's corporations are doing all they
can to take their business elsewhere. In recent years, they have
created no jobs at home while creating hundreds of thousands
overseas. The reasons comes down to costs. German workers are
highest paid, most pampered on Earth. With benefits such as an
extra month's pay at Christmas, they cost employers an average of
$30 per hour com r ared with $17 an hour in the US. Because workers
get six weeks a year of vacation and take more than their share of
sick days, wags are calling Germany "the lazy man of Europe." High
tax rates and tough regulations add to the burdens."

BMW Cruisers
BMW will be launching a motorcycle to compete with
Harley-Davidson. BMW has not had a bike in the cruiser
class, but will s'farting in summer '97. The new bike will
emphasize comfort, not speed. Cruiser motorcycles make
up one third of the big motorcycle market and are the
fastest growing segment. BMW motorcycle sales were
over $600 million in 1996. (Wall Bf. Journa~

2040 152nd Avenue N.E.
Bellevue/Redmond
Overtake area, serving the Eastside

We can help you keep your
BMW in peak condition
and bring undreamed of
performance out from
under-the-hood. Call us for
our free full-color catalog.
It has over one hundred

Visit our web site:
www.bavauto.com

pages of performance and
styling accessories, and
thousands of replacement
parts for your BMW, ready
for same day shipping.
You'll find informative
tech tips and product
pointers to help you with
every job. We have a knowledgeable sales ~
hYfn1i~
staff and
r:F
t If .,.ice
we back up
everything
~"' 0 e•
we sell with an absolutely
unbeatable Best Price
Guarantee. Call us today
at 1-800-535-2002.

(J;J.,eb/
0

iTiil
BAVARIAN
n.• autosport

FAX B00-507-2002 • 275 CONSTITUTION AVE. PORTSMOUTH NH

Certified Technicians
Specializing in all
European and Luxury
Japanese Brands

(206) 746-7141
Rental and loaner car and
free towing.

Experience the difference quality
workmanship and service makes.
• All mechanical works, factory scheduled
maintenance including extended
warranty work.
• With direct access to factory service
bulletins ensuring the job is done right the
first time.
• Quality workmanship, honesty & competitive pricing.
• Lifetime brake, radiator, muffler and rack
& pinion service.
• Windshield replacement.
Let us show you how to maintain
your BMW and avoid the
high cost of repairs.
For parts or service, please call Al.

We will beat any
written quality repair
estimate by

10-20%
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Classified
Marketplace
Cars For Sale
1989 325i two door, white, automatic, manual sunroof, cloth
interior, 65k miles . $9800. Call Mel
Readnour 206-255-2910 or Peggy
Readnour 206-226-8892.
1989 M3 Local club member
owned (lived in Seattle until two
years ago). Alpine White, black
leather interior. 75k adult second
owner miles. All options plus
stainless exhaust. Unmolested, not
tinkered with, owner maintained.
Castro! every 2000 miles. New
225X50 Dunlops. $16, 900 OBO.
Delivery possible-Mike 503-3637574 (OR) email
mmclean@willamette.edu.
1986 325e Dark gray/tan. Well
maintained by Bellevue BMW.
Recently invested $3000
in new heating and AC systems.
New timing belt, brakes and more.
Some receipts. $6900. Leave
message for Brent, 206-298-0623 .
1985 635csi Beautiful silver car in
excellent condition. 49k miles. All
power options plus moonroof, AM/
FM CD player, AC, cruise and built
in radar detector and alarm .
Divorce forces sale. Won 't last long
at $13,900. Please call 938-9990
and leave message if no answer.
1985 735 complete car, totaled at
left front door post. No title. $1700
OBO. 1978 320, red, automatic, 92K
miles, runs excellent, $2700 OBO.
1977 530 four speed, l 96K freeway
miles, new tires runs excellent,
$2700 OBO. 1977 320 four speed,
65K miles, runs and looks good.
Douglas Lavan, 632-2512.
1980 528i l 22k miles, salmon red,
automatic, power sunroof. Runs
well, reverse gear needs some
work. Minor work needed on left
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front fender. New catalytic converter and battery. Almost new
four snow tires included. $3200.
Jimmy 206-464- l 520(w), 206-64 l 6494(h).

Parts for Sale
Four MSW wheels l 6X7 with four
245-45ZR 16 Yokohama 008RS tires,
like new, fit 5 and 7-series. $950
OBO. 206-450-9225 Ray.
Four BBS wheels l 4X6.5 cross
spoke alloy with center caps. From
1987 E 30. $1100
206-329-7664 Felie Lagazo.
Original starspoke alloys 92-on 3
series P/N 82 11 94 09588, set with
205/60 R 15 Michelins 60% tread .
$600. Call 206-544-8541 days or
206-869-1051 eves.

Wanted
Four to five 15" wheels in good
shape for mid 80's 7 series. Call
John at 206-728-2105.

B
PARTS
SERVICE
823-1212
Gordon Kortlever
OMW Specialist
P.teJockson
Service Consultant

Ultimate Service for the
Ultimate Driving Machine
13635 N. E. 126th Place
Kirkland, WA 98034
Telephone (206) 823-1212

Miscellaneous
New Snap-On Toolbox just the
right size to bring to the track. Two
drawers, tote tray and front cover,
#KRA21 Fin catalog. List $273, sell
for $175. Ted Rodgers 206-2326790.
Hangar clearance sale: the Piper
Pacer is going to a good home so
I must empty the hangar with a
twenty year collection of disassembled BMW's-1964-71 four
door 1500, 1600, 1800 and 2000.
1967-76 1600-2002. 1969-76 2500,
2800, Bavaria, 3.0Si. 1976-77 530i.
1977-80 320i. Engines, trans, driveline, suspensions and some body
parts. Call Dan 206-743-2002.

Deadline for the April issue
is March 28.

Classified Advertising Policy:
Classified ads are free to members in good standing (paid up
dues). There is a $10 fee to nonmembers. Photo classifieds are
$15 to members, $25 to non-members. Zundfolgestaff reserves the
right to edit all classified ads. Ads
must be typed or neatly printed
and sent toZundfolge, c/o Lucetta
Lightfoot, 2641 39th Ave. W. ,
Seattle, WA 98199. Attn: Classified ads. Make checks payable to
BMWACA.

r----------------------------------------1

BMW Service Inspection I or II
Determined by the Service Interval indicator in your vehicle or at approximately 15,000-mile or 12-month intervals.
Ask your Service Advisor for details.

This service includes:
All operations recommended by BMW. A complete listing of operations for your vehicle can be found in your
Owner's Service Warranty information Manual-or ask your Service Advisor for a BMW Inspection II Service Maintenance checklist.

15% OFF LABOR & PARTS
L----------------------------------------~

r---------------1

Free Loaner Special

r---------------------1

BMW Annual Body Inspection
To maintain your BMW 6-year rust perforation warranty.

This coupon is good for a free loaner
during all scheduled Inspection I, II, or other
recommended maintenance services.

This service includes:
• Inspect the body and undercarriage
• Clean and reapply undercoating as required.

Call your Service Advisor for details.

(No charge with this coupon.)

L---------------~

L---------------------~

r--------------------------1

I

!

$9995

Floor Mats
Any model BMW through 1989.

I

!

1
1
L--------------------------~

13617 Northup Way NE
Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 643-4544
(206) 643-1027 (Fax)

0

Perfection in Detail

Service & Parts Department Hours:
8 am to 6 pm Monday - Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Saturday

We honor all BMWmanufacturer's warranties...
regardless ofwhere you purchased your vehicle.
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The Open House was a big
success, thanks to the great turnout
T
of BMW ACA members.

T
T
T

___ _If you missed it,
please come by anytime and
visit our showroom.

Check out our website :· \'.\'.":V."'.V: ~~~ r:n:~~ ~ r:n:~tb~~~?~~·?b ~._.?~:r.id . Wr }'our inquiries and suggestions via e-mail at: REDSPORT @NWLINK.COM
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